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ON ORDER AND GEODESIC ALIGNMENT 
OF A CONNECTED BIGRAPH 

MANOJ CHANGAT, Cochin 

(Received August 13, 1990) 

In this paper, it is shown that the geodesic alignment on the vertex set Kofa finite 
connected bipartite graph G is thejoin oforder alignments with respect to all possible 
canonical orderings on V. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An alignment on a set X is a family У? ofdistinguished subsets ofX, called convex 
sets, satisfying the following axioms. 

Aj(a): 0 is convex. 
A,(b): X is convex. 
A2: The arbitrary intersection ofconvex sets is convex. 
A3: The union ofany family ofconvex sets, totally ordered by inclusion is again 

convex. (X, i??) is called an aligned space. Note that the axiom A3 is trivially satisfied, 
ifvY is finite. For any subset S ofX, the smallest convex set containing S is called the 
convex hull of 5, denoted by Jef(5). 

If.Y is a partially ordered set (poset) (P, ^ ) , A Ç P is said to be order convex, 
if for any pair of points a, b e A, the order interval [a, fr] = {z є P | a ^ z ^ b 
or b S z S я} is contained in Л. The collection of all order convex sets of P form 
the order alignment on P. 

ifX is the vertex set F o f a finite connected graph, there is the geodesic alignment 
on V, where a subset K ofKis said to be geodesically convex or d-convex, iffor every 
pair of vertices x, у є K, the interval I[x, y) £ K, where 

/(x, y) = {z | z lies in a shortest x — y path in G} 

= {z | d(x, z) + d(z, y) = d(x, y)}, and d is the natural metric 
ofthe graph. 

If(iff)i6f is a collection ofalignments on X, then the smallest alignment R on X, 
containing all J^-'s is called they'o/w o/ J$f,-'s /n /^e lattice of all alignments on X. 
It is shown that R = f| ^f/(^), for all finite subsets Л of X. If this holds for all 

ieI 
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subsets of X, then R = V f̂/ ÌS called the strong join of if f ' s . If X is finite then 
ieI 

R = V ^7, is trivially the strong join of J^Ys. See [ l ] , for actual developments on 
ІЄІ 

alignments. 
We call a poset (P, g ) a graded poset, if there is a height function /z: P ^ Z, 

such that 
H;: lfu й v, then h(u) й h(v). 
H2: Ift; covers u then /i(i') = h(u) + 1. 

In this paper we consider the order alignment and geodesic alignment on a finite 
connected bipartite graph G. 

2. CANONICAL ORDERING ON THE VERTEX SET V OF G 

With respect to any vertex u of G, we can order the vertex set Fas follows. 
For / = 0, 1, ..., d(G) — 1, we direct the edges between Nfa) and Ni+l(u) from 

Ni+\(u) to Ni(u), where d{G) is the diameter of G and N,(w) is the ith level of u in G, 
namely N,-(w) = {ує V\ d(u, v) = /} . Defining v ^u w, whenever there exists a di
rected path from w to y, gives a poset (F, ^ M ) . This poset is graded with the height 
function hu(v) = d(u, v) for ve V, i.e., hu(v) = /, for any vertex v in iV,(u). Since G 
is connected, we have u ^u v, for all v є K, and so u is the universal lower bound of 
the poset (K, ig„). This kind ofordering on the vertex set ofa finite connected bigraph 
has been considered by Mulder [2] known as canonical ordering of G with respect 
to the vertex u. The set ofall canonical orderings of G is denoted by C(G). 

Theorem 2.1. (Mulder [2]) A graph G is connected and bipartite if and only if G 
is the digraph ofafinite graded poset with universal lower bound. 

Let E denote any canonical ordering of G, and DE denote the corresponding order 
alignment on V. Let ^f denote the geodesic alignment on the vertex set Fof G. Now 
we have the main theorem. 

Theorem 2.2. The geodesic alignment 3? on the vertex set Vof afinite connected 
bipartite graph G is thejoin oforder alignments DEi with respect to all canonical 
orderings E on V. That /s, i f = V Ae-

EeC(G) 

Proof. Suppose Кє<£. Now every geodesically convex (d-convex) subset of V 
induces a connected subgraph of G. Therefore the subgraph induced by K of G is 
connected and bipartite, since G is bipartite. Therefore by Theorem 2.1, K is a graded 
poset with a universal lower bound u. Now let E denote the canonical ordering on G 
with u as the universal lower bound, and K be a subposet of(F, ^ M ) . Clearly K є DE. 
Therefore У с у DE. Conversely let Ke V DE. Let K = {uu u2, ..., un) Ç V. 

EeC(G) EeC(G) 

Let Ei denote the canonical ordering on G with wt- as universal lower bound, for 
i = 1, ..., n. Therefore K є DE. for every i = 1, ..., n. 
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For any pair 

uhUjGK, if uel(uhUj), 
then 

d(u, Uj) ^ d(uh Uj) 
i.e., 

" uUiUj. 
That is Ui ^ w ^ ŵ  => M є [w,, Wy] Ç X, since K e DE. i.e., /(w,, Uj) ç X, for every 

uh Uj є K, which shows that K is d-convex and hence V &E — «^ which completes 
the proof of the theorem. EeC{G) 
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